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PRIVATE - JADERA SECRETS
LOGIC GAME - ZADAR, NORTH
DALMATIA
Jadera Secrets is a sightseeing escape game that follows an
authentic city story and leads you to the most beautiful spots
in town. Explore the wonderful sights, learn about the history
of Zadar and challenge yourself in an adventure that will help
you experience the Old Town in a completely different way.

Price

2 players

3 players

4 players

5 players

From Zadar: Jadera Secrets
Logic Game Private Tour
Museum of Ancient Glass
23000 Zadar
Croatia

Schedule

EXCURSION / TOUR /
ACTIVITY DATES
Cijela godina

PLACE AND TIME OF
DEPARTURE
Museum of Ancient Glass

PLACE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL
Museum of Ancient Glass
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Information
BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Name: Private - Jadera Secrets Logic Game
Duration of the excursion / tour / activity:: 1 to 5 hours
The product best describes the term: Entertainment
Product includes: architecture, sightseeing, visit to cultural institutions / societies, city sightseeing,
museum visit, private tour, entry ticket, no cancellation costs
Brief description of the excursion/tour and highlights:
Jadera Secrets is a sightseeing escape game that follows an authentic city story and leads you to the most
beautiful spots in town. Explore the wonderful sights, learn about the history of Zadar and challenge yourself
in an adventure that will help you experience the Old Town in a completely different way.

DESCRIPTION:
If you are more interested in exploring Zadar by yourself but would also like to learn something new and
have fun doing it, we have just the right thing for you!

Jadera Secrets is an interactive logic game that allows visitors to explore Zadar’s sights and culture. At the
beginning of your adventure, you will get a mysterious wooden suitcase with 6 locks that you need to open
by solving fun riddles at the most famous sights of the Old Town.

Each time you unlock a part of the game, you will get a small wooden tablet that unveils the next location
and a new riddle. It is a smart and fun way to get to know the city! And what is more, it also includes a ticket
to the Museum of Ancient Glass.

WHAT TO BRING / WEAR:
Wear clothing appropriate for the weather and shoes that are comfortable for walking.


